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of pearl encircle her neck! This rich dress was accurate as
to the fashion of the age, hut it was not true to the situation.
In the first place, it quite eclipsed that of Queen Elizabeth.
It was not probahle that the rival who deprived Mary of a
mirror would have allowed her to keep such rich attire. The
fine dresses of the woman were of course taken from her on
the same principle that the sword of an imprisoned man is
not left to him. They were her weapons, and as Mary's chief
crime was her beauty, Elizabeth was the less likely to forget
this precaution. Moreover, this splendor renders Mary less
interesting. So beautifully dressed a woman is surely not to
be pitied. One might feel resigned to having one's head cut
off, but to be,obliged to wear an unbecoming cap would indeed
be cruel. Mary might forgive the theft of her crown, never
that of her dresses I
"Marie Stuart" did little toward consolidating the hold of
Mademoiselle Kachel on public opinion. People still remem-
bered the intense feeling with which Mademoiselle Duchesnois
had played the same part, and the comparison was not favor-
able to her successor.
CHAPTER IX.
1841.
Engagement for one Tear signed with the Theatre Fra^ais.-—Father
•and Teacher.—Debuts in England.—Victoria to Mademoiselle Ra-
chel.—Andromaque mistaken for Hermione.—Eachel at "Windsor.—
Return to Paris.—Increasing Splendors.—Rachel a thorough Cos-
mopolitan,—A Rival 1—Contest for the scenic Sceptre: '' Marie Stu-
art."—Rachel and Elizabeth.—Maxime.—Phedre keeping furnished
Lodgings and a Table d'hote.
it has been seen that "Marie Stuart" added nothing then
to the reputation of Mademoiselle Kachel. While her parti-
sans still warmly applauded all she did, it was evident that
curiosity was no longer excited and enthusiasm had cooled.
The actress herself was much too anxious to secure the re-
ndw^J; of her engagement on such terms as she, or rather her
fether, deqped she could safely fexact to study new parts this

